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Abstract: Wireless sensor network (WSN) is becoming increasingly one of the trendiest research areas in Computer Science applications. 

It finds wide applications department of Defence, banking, hospital, marketing, education, and all prioritized government sectors. 

Applications that have created many problems especially in security levels and hindrance caused due to the intrusion in WSN based 

communication. In proposed system depending upon the security and dependability of this article builds model on IoT is established using 

machine learning algorithms. This intrusion detection system is very compatible and characteristics of determining the interactions in any 

dataset have given an exemplary classification, performance level and receiver of operator characteristics. This paper uses specialized data 

set of WSN to detect and classify different class attributes like black hole flooding and scheduling attacks. This paper considers the use of 

novel Framework that is trained using a dataset to detect and classify different attacks. Output results of the model show that WSN   has 

improved ability for the intrusion detection system using higher classification and accuracy rate of 99.45% for IBk classifier using Weka 

tool.  The precision rate for the built model is 97% and the area under the curve is also gave an optimum result ranging from 0.77 to 0.985 

for Naïve Bayes multinominal and IBk classifier. An optimum model is built using the Weka tool which is trained using the dataset different 

types of attacks using some selected classifiers. The attacks like black hole, flooding, scheduling, and grey hole were predicted in WSN. 
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1. Introduction 

The IDS and intrusion preventing systems is established to 

find the anomalies, threats that take place in the network. 

Wireless sensor networks have become the heart of 

information exchange in wide range of applications in real 

time, in the department of defence surveillance security, 

environmental monitoring, forecasting and health care. A 

WSN consists of number of nodes that is distributed all over 

the geographical area connected with multiple systems [1]. 

IDS system is important security monitoring component that 

is very much useful in the trending world of information 

interchange and things to happen. A wireless sensor network 

is a powerful area where information exchange should 

happen only between the authenticated persons. Some 

Malware signatures and threats in the network should be 

identified by these IDS and safeguarded using some special 

firewalls and prevent the network from any intrusions and 

hacks [2,3]. 

 

Fig 1 WSN with IDS 

Fig 1 shows a block diagram of a wireless sensor network 

which is built in intrusion detection system using machine 

learning Framework. The three main classes of intruders are 

masquerade, misfeasor and clandestine user [5-8]. The first 

one type of intrusion is an unauthorized person who enter 

into the system and misuse the whole network as an 

authenticated Network and spoil the authenticated user's 

account from outside. Misfeasor intrusion is a person from 

outside and he is an authenticated person but he is not 

authorized to access or use all his privileges. The third one 

clandestine is a person whose supervise control over the 

whole and other from inside or outside who has a super 
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power network and take the supervisory control of the 

network [9]. 

Wireless sensor network are the essential media in all 

application. An attacker can overcome the sensor nodes to 

corrupt the network resources. Daniel of service attacks is 

one of the most general intrusions of WSN security. 

Traditional methods like Cryptography is the security 

technique adopted for protecting the WSN from external 

intrusions. It also ensures many type of identification of 

intrusions in the network buy used metric in Compression 

or public key cryptography and many other methods [10].  

These techniques are not going to help in detecting the 

internal attacks by just security of cryptography methods. 

This is the first line of Defence Services in networks 

whereas the actual task is to detect the internal intrusions 

like black hole flooding gray hole etc. Some specialized 

framework like machine learning concepts is applied in 

identifying the IDS. This contributes the efficiency that can 

be performed in the second line of Defence Services known 

as attacks which are suspicious and Malware activities that 

are detected using the proposed methods. 

IDS is mainly considered in this article is network based 

intrusion detection system that is used to monitor analyze 

and capture the malicious data. A predefined list of all 

possible attacks is there which is to notify the system 

administrator about the type of attack happened in the 

network [11]. The type of anomalies that threaten the 

reliability, the secrecy, and the accessibility of the networks. 

The nodes of the systems that is interconnected to produce 

very large manipulations of digital data in leading WSN 

[12]. The progress in any network system is not exploited. 

In order to secure information that is made by building a 

model that can detect the type of attacks happened in the 

network system.  

A machine learning [13-18] based Model is built using a 

supervised learning technique with selected classifiers to 

identify the type of attacks that occur in a wireless sensor 

network in a very less time. 

S. S. Shivaji et al. (2015)[19] The monitoring wireless 

sensor network has a wide range of applications in 

environment, health, military, and  industries etc. WSN has 

Limited source and energy concerns. A challenging task that 

is designed in such a way that it utilizes minimum energy 

consumption and gives maximum lifetime of network. In 

most of the Daniel of service attacks that destroys the 

network and loss of its energy rapidly is identified using a 

novel approach. Efficient intrusion detection system or 

scheme is designed in such a way that malicious node is 

identified by very little energy conservation. All the nodes 

are continuously monitored whose energy consumption is 

monitored and by comparing the actual and the predicted 

energy the malicious node is identified. This malicious node 

is identified by using a bayesian approach of machine 

learning algorithm.  

S. Jiang et al. (2020)[20] WSN is key object in any cyber 

physical systems. It is composed of many stationary as well 

as mobile parts like sensors that transmits and receives 

information through WSN. The intrusion that affects the 

WSN has to be prevented using a special mechanism in 

smart environment. The novel approach is sequence 

backward selection algorithm that detects the attacks in a 

faster rate. The experiment results based on this approach 

has given an efficient F-measure of 0.96 0.99 for all kinds 

of network attacks.  

S. Pundir et al. (2020) [21] A new protocol developed in 

WSN integrated to IoT deployment. In today's activities 

every common man has advancement in information 

communication and Technology ICT. Advancement is also 

suffering from various attacks that occur in WSN and IoT. 

As we all progress to this fast moving environment and more 

vulnerable security threats. In future everyone is connected 

to internet with numerous smart objects and for a smooth 

progression we are in need of IDS and IPS. This article gives 

in emerging intrusion detection system with the new 

approach. A privacy preservation protocol is integrated in 

WSN and IoT to address the intrusion detection Protocol in 

wireless sensor networks that is integrated to internet-of-

things.  

A. Halbouni et al. (2022)[22] Network security is an 

unavoidable event in our daily interactions and networks. 

Intrusions are also developing more and more critical as 

Technology also grow. Techniques employed using 

machine learning algorithm to detect intrusions. However 

there is an advantage of deep learning algorithms and AI to 

generate special features that automatically detect the 

attacks without any human intervention. Long short term 

memory network with spatial features is employed to detect 

hybrid intrusion detection system with a model that is built 

using this deep learning methodology. The investigational 

report specifies high accuracy, Precision, and detection rate 

of very high and effective.  

D. Thomas et al. (2021) [23] A secured energy efficient 

barrier coverage schedule has been developed using 

machine learning algorithm to maintain the quality of 

service. A barrier coverage schedule is also energy 

conserving scheme. In spite of a wide range of areas called 

the barriers and subset of sensor nodes are overlapped to 

meet all the quality of service requirements. Expected node 

failures due to barrier security attacks such as Daniel of 

service are a challenging in maintaining the quality of 

service levels. Smart proposal using machine learning 

algorithm is proposed to detect The Attacks in an efficient 

way. WSN based IoT applications that utilizes kNN 

machine learning algorithm to detect the malicious attacks.  
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However, data standardization should be done before 

implementing PCA in order to find optimal principal 

components. Koli et al. [8] have suggested a novel technique 

in this research T-IDS developed an RDPLM (Randomized 

Data Partitioned Learning Model), which is based on feature 

set, and the method for feature selection, simplified sub 

spacing and several randomized meta learning methods. It 

is observed that the other machine learning models such as 

deep neural network, decreased error pruning the tree 

detection task sequential minimal optimization, and random 

tree. 

This paper organized as follows. By giving introduction 

about the intrusion detecting systems for WSN and the 

difficulties faced due to various degrees of intrusions like 

black hole, grey hole, flooding etc. In Section 2 we examine 

Data set description by preprocessing the data set, by 

changing the format in attribute relation file format.  In 

Section 3, some of selected Machine learning algorithms 

like Bayes category ML algorithms, One R and IBk 

(Instance base classifier). The investigational examinations 

are carried and tabulated.   

In Section 4 we highlight proposed methodology of 

research, Section 5, analysis of Result and discussion and 

finally in Section 6 we describe the conclusion and future 

work. 

2. Data description 

The data set is collected from kaggle.com [14] in order to 

monitor, service with minimum cost. Data Set consists of 

nearly 18 different attributes and 5 classes of output 

showing the attack on the network. Attributes are namely 

ID, time whether the CH (node) is not 0 or 1. The received 

signal strength indicator and the distance to the CH. The 

average distance to the CH and the energy consumption of 

the node and the number of advertisers CH messages 

received from the nodes. The number of joined request 

messages or the request interrupt given by the CH. 

Acknowledgement for the number of advertisers using 

TDMA broadcast messages to the nodes.  

TDMA messages were received from the CH. Order for the 

ranking of nodes within the time division multiplexing 

access. The data is sent and received from the nodes. The 

number of data packets sent to the base station and the 

distance between the CH and the base station. Code sent by 

the cluster and finally, we have nearly the output class of 5 

different classes namely black hole, flooding, grey hole, 

normal, and TDMA the total number of instances is nearly 

374662  instances. 

3. Selected ML Algorithms 

The selected software is Weka tool box the cross validation 

with 10 fold cross validation with training and testing of data 

set are applied. Weka is a machine learning software with 

Java implementation. It performs the entire data mining task 

like regression, clustering, Association rule mining and 

visualization. It is basically from the University of Waikato, 

Hamilton New Zealand named with the flightless bird 

within inquisitive nature.  

Weka is open source software under general public license. 

It also supports deep learning it performs all the 

Preprocessing, classifying, clustering, association, and 

visualization of the data set. Classifiers for performing the 

intrusion detection system model comprises of Bayes 

category algorithms [21], rules-based category classifiers 

and Instance base classifiers. 

Naïve Bayes: Naive Bayes classifier basically works on 

unsupervised machine learning algorithm based on base 

year. It works on the principle of probability for classify and 

it is often used for NLP (Natural linguistic processing) task 

that comprises of text sentiment tone or opinion. The bayes 

theorem is basically a hypothesis with their prior knowledge 

available this probability is the given formula (1). 

 

𝑷(
𝑨

𝑩
) =

𝑷(
𝑩

𝑨
)𝑷(𝑨)

𝑷(𝑩)
                                     

(1) 

NB algorithm is basically works on supervised learning 

algorithm it is also a probabilistic classifier. It works on the 

basis of probability of any object, on the principle like 

filtration, analysis, and classifying articles and so on. Naive 

means occurrence of any feature in independent with other 

features. Bayes means dependence on the principle, the 

frequency of occurrence is tabulated.  

The probabilities of likelihood are framed for the conditions 

applying Bayes theorem to design the output of the model. 

Advantage of this classifier is it can handle high volume data 

set. Used for binary as well as multi-class classification. It 

is most popular for text based classification problems. 

Drawback of NB classifier is features independent so it 

cannot learn the relationship between features. Is used in 

real time prediction proposed methodology. 

Bayesnet: Bayes net algorithm works on the principle of 

predictions of any detections and Diagnostics. It works on 

the principle of directed cyclic graph with some conditional 

probabilities. It is composed of a network that comprises of 

nodes and arcs, which are called directed links. It works on 

a joint probability distribution and conditional probability 

(2). 

P(Ai|Ai-1,........., A1) = P(Ai |Parents(Ai ))            

(2) 

 where A = Events 

In Weka Bayesian network learning using various search 
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algorithms and quality measures base. Network that uses the 

data structure with some conditional probability 

distributions. Bayes network learning algorithms has the 

capability of handling data which are of binary class, 

missing value class and nominal class. The attribute 

selection is of binary attributes, nominal attributes, and can 

also find missing values and attributes. Interfaces the 

drawable and weighted instances handler 

One R : One Rule is a best, accurate classifying algorithm 

that generates one rule for each predicted data. One R 

algorithm selects the rule with smallest error percentage and 

hence called one rule algorithm. It makes the rule for each 

value it predicts and find the most frequent class that appears 

and assign a rule for each prediction and calculate the total 

error of the rules of each predictor. Predictor with the 

smallest total error. 

In Weka 0 - R classifier is a rules based classifier that which 

builds a class by predicting the mean or the mode for a 

numeric and a nominal class. Zero R operates or has a 

capability to handle binary class, date class missing value 

class, nominal class, and numeric class. It can handle binary, 

empty nominal value, relational, and string attributes. It can 

interface source able and weighted instance handler. 

IBk: Instant base learning algorithm which predicts with the 

instances close to the data point. KNN Means K nearest 

neighbor which is instance based learning methodology or a 

case based learning technique [12]. It explores using 

graphical user interface and capable of predicting both 

numerical and nominal values. It is one of the best classifier 

called meta classifier for classification purposes. Models are 

build with less time, the training as per the lazy rules is 

carried out, and the performance of classification is verified. 

In Weka the likelihood of the nearest neighbor classifier that 

is able to select appropriate value of k based on cross 

validation. It also manipulates the distance and has the 

capability to handle binary, date missing value, nominal, 

and numeric classes. Attribute selection is also similar to the 

above mentioned classifiers. IBk can interface undatable 

classifier and Weighted instances handler. 

Naïve Bayes Multinomial: Multinomial Naive Bayes 

algorithm is also used for data with problems and multiple 

classes. This algorithm works by understanding the bayes 

theorem concept that is probability of an event with prior 

knowledge under related conditions for an event. It is 

working on the principle by satisfying the given equation 

(3): 

P(A/B) = P(A)*P(B/A) ÷P(B)                          

(3) 

In Weka the NB multi nominal class is used for building 

classifying a model by comparison of event for Naive Bayes 

text classification. The capabilities of this classifier is to 

handle binary, missing values, and nominal classes. It 

handles only the numeric attributes and interfaces the 

weighted instances handler.  

4. Experimental Flow Procedures 

The experimental flow procedures shown in Fig 2 as 

follows: Firstly, the data has been collected from common 

public platform like kaggle.com to find solutions for the 

WSN in predicting the intrusions using machine learning 

Framework. Secondly the collected data file is formatted 

access in Weka tool [15] in building a model using the above 

mentioned Framework.  

The file formats are changed in attribute relation format or 

comma delimited value format to access in Weka tool. The 

next step is to build a model by the selected classifiers and 

train the model using 66% of the dataset and the 

classification task performed on the remaining 44% of the 

dataset. The next step is to check the following 

characteristics of the selected classifier for its performances 

percentage.  

If the required characteristics rate is high enough then the 

model stated as optimum model. Further, we can also 

change the kernel size, batch size and the number of 

neighbors in IBk classifier to attain maximum performance. 

 

 

Fig 2 Experiment flow procedures 
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5. Result and Discussion 

Table 1 gives the performance characteristics of the selected 

base classifier. The accuracy of the classifiers ranges from 

77.7% to 99.45% for Naive Bayes multi nominal classifier 

and the instant base classifier. Accuracy is predictions done 

by the built model in a true positive way.  

Table 1: Performance characteristics of the selected base 

classifiers 

S.No Classifier Accuracy  Precision Recall F-

Measur

e 

ROC 

Area 

1 
Naïve 

Bayes 

95.3734 % 0.967       0.954     0.958 0.98

0 

2 
Bayesnet 96.6159 % 0.978       0.966     0.970 0.99

1 

3 
OneR 94.1996 % 0.933       0.942     0.934   0.77

1 

4 
IBk 99.448  % 0.994       0.994     0.994 0.98

5 

5 

NaiveBaye

sMultinom

ial 

77.7006 % 0.944       0.777     0.839 0.92

6 

 

 

Fig 3 Classifier versus % Accuracy 

Accuracy: Fig 3 indicates the accuracy percentage 

characteristics of the selected classifiers. The accuracy 

investigational report clearly support that the established 

model has given an optimum percentage of performance. 

The classifier that gives at higher rate of accuracy is instance 

based classifier. 

 

Fig 4 Classifier versus precision values 

 

Precision: The quality of performance of the built model 

which has predicted in true positive direction. 100% 

position value is mentioned by 1 or 100% percentage 

depreciation value attained is less means it has incorrectly 

classified. The position level for the selected classifiers 

ranges from 0.93 to 0.99 for One R and IBk instance base 

classifiers. In fig 4 is the characteristic of the selected 

classifiers precision value. The output shows the novelty of 

the model with higher value for all the selected classifiers. 

 

Fig 5 AUC versus Base classifier 

ROC Value: The area under the curve and Receiver 

operator characteristics gives a cross measure of the 

performances done by the built model in classification. ROC 

is also the probability that gives the degree of measure of 

separately. Higher the area the better the model is predicting 

the classes. As shown in fig 5 the AUC value is in the range 

of 0.771 to 0.991 for one R and Bayes net classifiers. 
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Fig 6 Classifier versus Recall values 

Recall: As shown in fig 6 the recall value is also similar to 

the ROC values. The false negative classification of 10% is 

allowed for an optimum model. It follows the below 

mentioned equation. The span for recall in the 

investigational report is 0.777 to 0.994 for NB multinominal 

and IBk classifiers. 

F-Measure: As shown in fig 7 the F-Measure value is 

similar to the Recall values. The false negative classification 

of 10% is allowed for an optimum model. It follows the 

below mentioned equation. The span for F-Measure in the 

investigational report is 0.839 to 0.994 for IBk classifiers. 

 

Fig 7 Classifier Vs F measure values 

 

 

Fig 8 Overall performances of the 5 different classifiers 

The overall performance of the built model with five 

different classifiers in which IBk classifier to attain 

maximum performance is as shown in fig 8. The result 

exhibited by the IBk classifier has shown exemplary 

performance characteristics after building the model which 

has given at highest rate of accuracy. Highest Precision and 

recall the f measure is also obtained. The receiver operating 

characteristic also exhibit I am unique or normal value of 

greater than 0.9. 

6. Conclusions 

Currently this research article in intelligent module in 

recommending. The Attacks that occur in wireless sensor 

networks. This also serve as a guide for any unknown 

attacks that may happen in wireless sensor network using 

machine learning algorithm we can sort out the intrusion in 

the system. Trending machine learning algorithm has given 

a start up to build a model in this sector. This can further 
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extended using deep learning methodologies to explore any 

types of attacks that make the system to fail in essential 

situations. 
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